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Accurate ab initio nonperturbative 1. non-Hermitian Floquet calculations for intensity-

dependent threshold shifts and ground-state total ionization widths (rates) for one-, two-, and three-

photon-dominant intense-field ionization of atomic hydrogen are presented. The results show the
importance of both the ac Stark shift and the pondermotive potential in the determination of the net
threshold shift. In addition, branching ratios to individual continua have been estimated, yielding

physical insights regarding the general features and mechanisms of the frequency- and intensity-

dependent continuum-continuum transitions and "peak switching" phenomena in the above-

threshold ionization processes.

I. INTRODUCTION II. METHOD

Several recent experiments with multiphoton ionization
(MPI) of atoms in strong laser fields reveal interesting and
unexpected structures in the energy spectra of the ejected
electrons. ' When the atoms are irradiated by a weak
electromagnetic field of frequency co, the energy of the
emitted electron is equal to X Ace —Eo, where Eo is the
ionization energy of the electron, and N is the minimum
number of photons required to ionize the atom, i.e.,
(N —1)fico ~Eo &N iruo. At strong fields, additional
photons may be absorbed and the electron energy spec-
trum consists of several peaks at energies
(N~+S)fico Eo with S =0—, ?,2, . . . . This phenomenon
has been called "above-threshold ionization" (ATI). At
still higher fields, the electron peaks broaden and shift,
and the slowest electron peak eventually disappears. Vari-
ous theoretical models have been proposed to account for
the observations. These include the pondermotive force
and the shift of the ionization potential ' and
continuum-continuum transitions, ' etc. A qualitative
unified interpretation of ATI electron spectra has been
given by Szoke." Ab initio nonperturbative calculations
for intense-field MPI and ATI processes are rare, if there
are any, due to the complexity of the problem.

In this paper we report accurate nonperturbative calcu-
lations of intensity- and frequency-dependent ac Stark
shifts, total MPI widths (rates), and ionization potentials
of atomic hydrogen subjected to high-power linearly po-
larized monochromatic laser fields (I—10' —10's
W/cm ). We also report approximate estimates of the
branching ratios in ATI electron spectra. Experimental
investigation of MPI of the H atom has becoine feasible
only very recently, ' and the corresponding ATI experi-
ment is planned. The shift and width presented here are
two of the key parameters for experimental MPI and ATI
analysis. The branching-ratio estimate also leads to ap-
proximate prediction of the frequency and intensity range
at which one is likely to see the ATI phenomenon and
continuum-continuum transitions in atomic hydrogen.

The method we adopt here is based on the extension of
the L non-Hermitian Floquet formulation of the multi-
photon process developed by Chu and Reinhardt. ' The
theory allows nonperturbative and self-consistent treat-
ment of intense field effects (in that all atomic levels are
simultaneously shifted and broadened by the periodic
external field), and straightforward inclusion of free-free
transitions and the effects of coupling between electronic
continua.

The time-dependent Hamiltonian for the system under
consideration is, in atomic unit,

H(t) = ——V ———Fz cos(cot)2 r

which describes the interaction of atomic hydrogen with a
monochromatic, linearly polarized, coherent field of fre-
quency co and peak field strength F. H(t) can be
transformed into an equivalent time-independent Floquet
Hamiltonian HF by extending Shirley's finite-level
theory' to infinite level. ' Further, the dilation transfor-
mation, 15 r ~re", is applied to the Floquet Hamiltonian

HF(r)~HF(re ) =HF(a) . —

HF (a ) has isolated eigenvalues in the lower half-
complex-plane which correspond to decaying complex
quasienergy states (QES) or dressed states. The dilation
transformation distorts the continuous spectrum away
from the real axis, exposing the complex QES in appropri-
ate higher Riemann sheets, and also allowing use of
biorthogonal variational expansions employing I basis
functions chosen from a complete discrete basis. The use
of a complete L basis obviates the necessity for explicit
introduction of exact atomic bound and continuum states,
thus reducing all computations to those involving finite-
dimensional non-Hermitian Floquet matrices. The use of
complex coordinates not only allows direct calculation of
eigenvalue parameters associated with complex QES, but
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completely avoids numerical problems arising from strong
coupling between overlapping atomic continua. The real

parts of the complex eigenvalues of HF(a) provide the ac
Stark shifts, whereas the imaginary parts determine
directly the total MPI widths (rates). We note in passing
that the I. non-Hermitian Floquet theory has been re-
cently generalized to the nonperturbative treatment of
multiphoton dissociation of molecules. '

The structure of the Floquet Hamiltonian H~(a) for
linearly polarized fields is given in Fig. 1. This form of
the matrix is the same as used earlier by Chu and
Reinhardt. ' Generalization to circular polarization has
been given in Ref. 17. Figure 1 shows that HF(a) is a
complex symmetric matrix and is composed of F/oquet
blocks, of type A, which are in turn composed of angular
momentum blocks S,P,D, . . .; both types of blocks are
coupled by the dipole coupling elements VI ~+~. The
atomic blocks S,P,D, . . . are made discrete by use of a
finite subset of the complete La guerre basis
r +'e "~ L„+ (Ar), n =0, 1,2, . . . which gives a Polla-
czek quadrature' representation of the bound and contin-
uum contributions to the spectral resolution of the hydro-
genic Hamiltonian. The convergence of the MPI calcula-
tion must be obtained with respect to the number of Flo-
quet blocks, as well as with respect to the basis size and
number of angular momentum blocks. ' To the extent
that enough Floquet blocks are included to obtain conver-
gence, a completely nonperturbative result is obtained in
that all orders of perturbation theory are included, and all
relevant processes involving differing photon numbers are
simultaneously and self-consistently included.

A+4cuI B 0 0 0

BT A+2auI B 0 0

HF= BT A 8 0

0 0 B A-2~I B

0 0 0 BT A-4a)I

S V p 0 0 0

Vps P-cuI Vpy . 0 0

A= 0 Vep 0 Vgg 0

0 V)g F- ~I Vgg

0 0 0 Vgg 6

'0 0 0 0 0

V ps 0 Vpg 0 0

B= 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 Vty 0 V)g

0 0 0 0 0

FIG. 1. Structure of the Floquet Hamiltonian for atomic
MPI.

TABLE I. Intensity-dependent complex quasienergy (E~, —iI /2) in atomic units of the perturbed
ground state of the H atom nearby the N =1 region (co-0.5 a.u.). The rms field strength of F,=1.0
a.u. corresponds to an rms intensity of 7.0& 10' W/cm .

E

F,=0.01' a.u.

—r/2

F,=0.05' a.u.

—I /2

0.60
0.55
0.50
0.495
0.490

—0.499 835 1
—0.499 8104
—0.499 784 3
—0.499 781 8
—0.499 780 4

—0.1253( —3 )"
—0.1729(—3)
—0.2456( —3)
—0.2551( —3)
—0.2647( —3)

0.60
0.55
0.50
0.495
0.490

—0.495 844
—0.495 201
—0.494 544
—0.494 514
—0.494 380

—0.3144(—2)
—0.4355( —2)
—0.6244( —2)
—0.6414( —2)
—0.6510(—2}

F,=0.025' a.u. F,=0.075' a.u.

0.60
0.55
0.50
0.495
0.490

—0.498 967
—0.498 812
—0.498 646
—0.498 630
—0.498 620

—0.7836( —3)
—0.1083(—2)
—0.1540( —2)
—0.1599(—2)
—0.1666(—2)

0.70
0.60
0.55
0.50
0.495
0.490

—0.492 93
—0.490 55
—0.489 02
—0.487 03
—0.486 43
—0.485 57

—0.3966( —2)
—0.7107(—2)
—0.9885( —2)
—0.1391(—1)
—0.1463(—1)
—0.1588(—1)

'For these field strengths, five Floquet blocks ( A, A +2cu, A +4co) were used with the 3's defined by
use of 15s, 15p, 15d, 15f, 15g atomic L~ functions with A, =1.2 and a=0.45 rad.
—0.1253(—3):——0. 1253&( 10

'Six Floquet blocks (3, A +2co, A +4co, 2 6') were used with e—ach containing 20s, 20p, 20d, 20f,
20g, 20h atomic L functions with A, = 1.2 and a =0.45 rad.
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III. MULTIPHOTON IONIZATION
AND THRESHOLD SHIFT

The complex quasienergies (Elt, —I'/2)=Ea —iI /2
of the perturbed ground state of atomic hydrogen obtained
from the L non-Hermitian Floquet calculations (con-
verged to the digits shown) are listed in Tables I and II for
several medium to high laser field strengths. Table I
shows the results for laser frequencies nearby the one-
photon-dominant ionization (N =1) region (ro-0.5 a.u.),
while Table II for frequencies nearby the two-photon-
dominant ionization (N =2, ro)0.25 a.u. ) and three-
photon-dominant ionization (X =3, ro-0.2 a.u. ) regions.
Ea's are the ac Stark-shifted energies which determine the
MPI thresholds (ionization potentials), shown below,
whereas I"s amount to the total MPI widths (rates).

To determine the MPI thresholds, we first look at the

motion of a free electron in a linearly polarized field. Us-
ing the results of Szoke" or the recent analysis of Cook
et al. , ' one finds that the electronic motion in a high-
frequency time-dependent monochromatic field is
governed by a Schrodinger equation with time-
independent effective potential V,rr ——e F /4m' . As-
suming the electric field (peak) amplitude F is indepen-
dent of the distance r, one sees that the electron energy in
a linearly polarized wave is

2y 2 P~
&ei(F)= I erf+&T= z +

4 ppg Q) 2Hz

where eT is the kinetic energy of the electron. The effec-
tive potential V,g is known as the pondermotive potential
which can also be regarded as the average oscillating ener-

gy of the electron in the field e~,. The latter is very small

TABLE II. Intensity-dependent complex quasienergy (E&, —iI /2) in atomic units of the perturbed
ground state of the H atom nearby the X =2 {~& 0.25 a.u. ) and X =3 (co-0.2 a.u. ) regions.

—r/2

F~,=0.01' a.u. F,= —0.075' a.u.

0.30
0.28
0.27
0.26
0.25
0.22
0.20
0.19
0.18

—0.500 5167
—0.500 435 3
—0.500 405 9
—0.500 381 6
—0.500 361 3
—0.500 335 3
—0.500 293 2
—0.500 245 2
—0.500 289 8

—0.3769( —5)
—0.4513(—5)
—0.5021( —5)
—0.5616(—5 }
—0.6286( —5)
—0.1799(—6)
—0.1055(—6)
—0.7147( —5)
—0.7911(—6)

0.30
0.28
0.27
0.26
0.22
0.20
0.19
0.18

—0.51301
—O.S12 15
—0.51203
—0.51243
—0.51944
—0.518 92
—0.517 33
—0.514 84

—0.639( —2)
—0.815(—2)
—0.920( —2)
—0.110(—1 }
—0.173(—1)
—0.683( —2)
—0.437( —2)
—0.376( —2)

F,=0.02S' a.u. F,=0.10' a.u.

0.30
0.28
0.27
0.26
0.25
0.22
0.20
0.19
0.18

—0.502 899
—0.502 474
—0.502 320
—O.S02 197
—O.S02 100
—0.502 192
—0.501 585
—0.502 396
—0.501 968

—0.1314(—3)
—0.1608(—3)
—0.1800( —3)
—0.2021( —3)
—0.2259( —3)
—0.1888{—4}
—0.4667( —4)
—0.4458{—3)
—0.9484( —4)

0.30
0.28
0.27
0.26
0.22
0.20
0.19
0.18

—0.5158
—0.5178
—0.5250
—0.5315
—0.5355
—0.5250
—0.5208
—0.5188

—0.167( —1)
—0.228( —1)
—0.252( —1)
—0.103(—1)
—0.163(—1)
—0.821(—2)
—0.961(—2)
—0.132{—1)

F,=0.05" a.u.

0.30
0.28
0.27
0.26
0.25
0.22
0.20
0.19
0.18

—0.508 50
—0.507 48
—O.S07 16
—0.50701
—O.S06 94
—0.50682
—0.508 91
—0.508 45
—0.508 16

—0.1610(—2}
—0.2040( —2)
—0.2313(—2)
—0.2606( —2)
—0.2761(—2)
—0.5113(—3)
—0.3495( —2)
—0.2137(—2}
—0.1484( —2}

'Five Floquet blocks ( A, A %2co, A +4co), 15s, 15p, 15d, 15f, 15g L~ basis, A, = 1.2, a=0.45 rad.
"Six Floquet blocks (A, A +2ro, A +4co, A —6ro), 15s, 15p, 15d, 15f, 15g, 15h basis, A, =1.2, a=0.45
rad.
'Six Floquet blocks (A, A +2co, A+4ro, A —6'), 20s, 20p, 20d, 20f, 20g, 20h basis, A, =1.2, a=0.45
rad.
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for atomic hydrogen (N & 3) at low field strengths. But
for many-photon ionization, i.e., small co, as in the experi-
ments of Refs. 1—3, this can be quite large. This high-
frequency approximation will be valid provided
Veffez ((fm) . The pondermotive potential acts to expel
the electron from the laser. Thus an electron with energy
e,i(F) less than e'„, cannot escape from the Coulomb po-
tential and is trapped. Since in the limit of high quantum
numbers a Rydberg electron becomes a free electron, the
continuum threshold is shifted up by the amount equal
to e~. The ionization potential in intense fields can
therefore be defined as

CO

(a.u.)

0.5

F
(a.u. )

0.01
0.025
0.05
0.075

bEg
(eV)

5.870( —3)
3.685( —2)
a.485( —1)
3.529( —1)

hE,
(ev)

5.442( —3)
3.402( —2)
1.361(—1)
3.061(—1)

«a
(ev)

—4.28( —4)
—2.83( —3)
—1.24( —2)
—4.68( —2)

TABLE III. Intensity-dependent threshold shift
kE'th=kE& —EEg for 60=0.5 a.u. (N = 1), 0.28 a.u. (N =2),
and 0.20 a.u. (N =3). 4E~ ——Eg(F)—Eg(F=O) is the ac Stark
shift of the ground state, while hE, =e F /4m co~

= e F s/2m' is the continuum threshold upshift.

1 e 2@2

4 Itt CO

and the threshold shift as

(3)
0.28 0.01

0.025
0.05
0.075

—1.185(—2)
—6.732( —2)
—2.036( —1)
—3.306( —1)

1.735{—2)
1.085( —1)
4.339(—1)
9.762( —1)

2.92( —2)
1.76( —1)
6.38( —1)
1.307

b,e,h(F) =6th(F) —E,h(F =0), (4)

where Ea(F) is the field-dependent perturbed ground-
state energy listed in Tables I and II and e,h(F =0)=0.5
a.u. The total energy of the emitted electron in the field is
then

0.20 0.01
0.025
0.05
0.075

—7.979( —3)
—4.313(—2)
—2.425( —1)
—5.149(—1)

3.402{—2)
2.126( —1)
8.504( —1)
1.9133

4.20( —2)
2.56( —1)
1.093
2.428

] ez~z P
e,i(F)=NAco+ Ea (F)=—

4 rn Q7 2'
where N (=N~+S) is the total number of photons ab-
sorbed while the electron is near the atom. Since a free
electron cannot absorb or emit photons once outside the
Coulomb field, the electron has an energy e,i which is the
same in the laser field and at the detector. The ponder-
motive potential plays an important role in altering the ki-
netic energy (PT/2m) of the electron from its value out-
side the laser field to a lower value inside the laser. We
also note that, in actuality, the ground-state energy is un-
certain by an amount I, so the actual threshold must be
smeared (convolved) by this amount. This smearing will
be small for results reported here, since the ac Stark shift
b.Ea (see below) is large compared to I for all calculated
values.

Table III shows typical examples of threshold shift
calculations corresponding to co =0.5 a.u. ( N = 1),
0.28 a.u. (N~=2), and 0.2 a.u. (N~=3), where bEii
=Eii (F)—Eii (F=0) is the ac Stark shift,
bE, =e E /4mc0 the continuum threshold upshift, and
b,e, (Fh) the net threshold shift. Notice the marked differ-
ence in be,h for N~ = 1 and N~ & 2 cases. In the N~ = 1

case, both the ground state and the continua are shifted
upward with the former shift being larger. The result is
that he, h becomes more negative as F increases, indicating
the ionization potential decreases with increasing field
strength F. For N &2, the ac Stark shift of the ground
state is downward while the continua are shifted up, yield-
ing a larger net threshold shift, and the ionization poten-
tial increases nonlinearly with increasing field strength.

. I

Furthermore, the AE, term becomes more and more im-
portant compared to AEz as N increases or co decreases.
The net result is that the ionization potential increases
rapidly with both F and N . The disappearance of the
lowest energy electrons in the xenon MPI-ATI experiment
of Kruit et al. (N~ =11) was thought to be merely a
consequence of this fact. One should also not be surprised
to see the significant effect of the ground-state ac Stark
shift b,ER in determining the threshold for MPI of atomic
hydrogen, particularly for small N or large co. The hy-
drogen atom is much more polarizable than, for example,
rare-gas atoms.

IV. ABOVE-THRESHOLD
IONIZATION —BRANCHING-RATIO ESTIMATION

Besides the threshold shift discussed above, another in-
teresting feature of recent MPI experiments is the ATI
phenomenon which involves the decay of a discrete state
coupled to multiple continua. Perturbative calculations of
the (weak-field) ATI rates for atomic hydrogen have been
performed by several workers ' based on various tech-
niques: Sturmian expansion, Fade approximant, and im-
plicit summation techniques. Nonperturbative treatments
of ATI in strong fields are available but all are based on
simple model problems. ' The latter studies neverthe-
less provide useful qualitative insights regarding the
mechanisms in ATI processes. In the following we
present an ab initio estimate of the branching ratios in the
ATI of atomic hydrogen in intense fields.

The transition probability of going from the initial (un-
perturbed) Floquet state

~
a,0) to the final Floquet state

jPN), is

P~ tits(t)= . f dze '~ P,N
z —H (a)

., oI
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where Hz(a) is the dilation-transformed Floquet Hamiltonian, with

HF(a) (
A,yt ) =A,yt [ A,yt ),

. gf«e ' &PNI~yl) g (Xyl ~A, O)
27TE Z yf

PaO~PN(t}

where A,yt and
~

A,yt ) are, respectively, the (perturbed) complex quasienergy eigenvalues and eigenvectors, and

~yl =Eyt —t I y/2 and Eyt ——Ey+ i%co E. quation (6) can be rewritten as
2

2

g (P,N ( Ayi ) (Ayt
~
a,O)e (8)

which shows that all complex QES
~

A,yt) of Eq. (7) are
required to obtain the transition probability. Further-
more, in the original I. non-Hermitian Floquet ap-
proach, '

~
a) and

~
P) are dilated atomic states simulat-

ed by L functions and, in particular, positive energy
~
P)

states are not genuine continuum states but pseudocontin-
uum states. Thus within the L, complex coordinate ap-
proach, it is difficult, in general, to achieve convergence
of the branching ratios to an individual continuum. z

This problem can be partially overcome, however, by not-
ing that the initial (

~
a, O) }and the final (

~ P,N ) ) Floquet
states can actually be chosen at will and need not be the
eigenfunctions of HF(a). In other words, Eqs. (6) and (8)
are still valid if we replace

~
a ) and

~
P) by the exact (un-

dilated) bound and continuum atomic states. Thus
(P,N ~

A,yt) will now be interpreted as the projection of
the QES

~

A,yt ) onto the Floquet state
~
P,N ) =

~
P)8 ( N), where

~
P) is the physical (undilat-

ai) atomic continuum state. Furthermore, the sum over
y, l in Eq. (8) may be avoided in some long-time limit.
Since the imaginary widths I y of excited bound states and
pseudocontinuum states are usually larger to much larger
than the ground-state width I &s (since decay from ground
state represents the slowest process), there exists a long-
time regime where all states (with complex energies A,yi)
have decayed away but

~
A, &s 0). In that case, Eq. (8) can

be approximated by

N(t) ( (et, N~ his 0) —
) ( (A, is 0 ) 1S,O) )

e

and the branching ratio to an individual continuum ap-
proximated by

~1S,O~eg, —N2(t)2'

(10)

where
~
et, N) can be reg—arded as the Floquet state with

atomic continuum energy et and partial wave l which can
be achieved by absorption of N photons from the unper-
turbed ground state

~
1S,O). Equation (10) requires the

information of only one QES eigenvector
~ kiso), which

is expressed in terms of L I.aguerre functions, and the
calculation of overlap matrix elements between the undi-
lated atomic continuum states

~
et) and L Laguerre

basis.
~
et )'s are determined by the solution of the

Schrodinger equation for the motion of a free electron
subjected to the Coulomb and the (constant for a given F)
pondermotive potentials, with the total energy given by
(2}, i.e., they are Coulomb wave functions with kinetic en-
ergy corresponding to e,~

—e„,.
Table IV shows some representative branching ratio es-

timates for multiphoton absorption above the ionization
threshold by atoinic hydrogen for the cases of N~ =1, 2,
and 3, and %=1 to 6, where N is the minimum number
of photons needed to ionize the atom while X is the total
number of photons absorbed. The energies and fields are

such that the use of the pondermotive potential will be
well valid for all except the highest electron energies and
fields [where it is only marginally valid (i.e.,
e F ez /4m A co —1)]. The frequency and intensity
dependence of the ATI processes were found to be not
very sensitive to details of calculations. The general trend
is well illustrated in Table IV and can be summarized as
follows: (a) At small N, only the lowest one- or two-
continuum peaks (i.e., N =N, N~+1) are expected to
be visible. This persists to even rather high intensities.
However, as N becomes larger (or co becomes smaller),
there is a drift to more continua and more peaks can be
observed, but the first two peaks nearest the threshold are
always the first ones to get saturated. The saturation in-
tensity for continuum-continuum transitions is seen to de-
crease rather rapidly with decreasing co. (b} At a given
frequency, the first continuum peak is always the highest
to start with. When the laser intensity increases, the first
peak decreases, and the second peak begins to increase and
eventually becomes the highest. It is clear that the flux
moves to higher continua as intensity increases; see in par-
ticular the case co=0.2 a.u. It is also interesting to note
that the first peak could become small enough before the
ionization potential becomes large enough to prevent its
appearance. Thus the disappearance of the first peak seen
in the experiments can be attributed to the effect due to
either the drift of the flux to higher continua or the in-
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TABLE iV. Branching ratio estimation for multiphoton absorption above the ionization threshold by
the H atom. P(N) is the relative population of the continuum corresponding to absorption of X pho-
tons from the ground state. X is the minimum number of photons required to ionize the atoms.

QP

(a.u. )

0.50

F
(a.u. )

0.010
0.025
0.050
0.075

P(1)

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

P(2)

5.6( —4)
5.8( —3)
0.012
0.015

P{3)

4.7( —5)
2.7( —4)
8.0( —4)

P{5) P(6)

0.28 0.010
0.025
0.065
0.075
0.080
0.083
0.085
0.100

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.6( —4)
1.0( —3)
0.01
0.05
0.14
0.26
1.27
1.00

6.5( —6)
1.8( —4)
8.8( —4)
3.0( —3)
6.2( —3)
2.7( —2)
0.03

4.4( —6)
2.7( —5)
8.4( —5)
3.7( —4)
1.9( —3)
8.3( —4) 9.1(—6)

0.20 3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4

0.010
0.025
0.050
0.060
0.070
0.075
0.078
0.080

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

3.0( —4)
1.5( —3)
0.08
0.23
0.58
1.82
5.53
1.0

8.1( —6)
1.6( —3)
1.3( —2)
6.4( —2)
0.26
0.88
0.20

3.2( —5)
3.6( —4)
2.6( —3)
0.01
0.05
0.06

'Electron peak disappears due to the threshold increases.

crease of the ionization potential, or both. There is, how-
ever, no firm evidence in our present calculations that
subsequent peaks are "switched. "

In conclusion, we have presented in this paper accurate
results for intensity dependent threshold shift and ioniza-
tion potentials of atomic hydrogen in the presence of
strong laser fields. The data show the importance of the
ac Stark shift and the pondermotive potential in the deter-
mination of the net threshold shift. Our estimate of the
branching ratios to individual continuum also leads to
useful insights regarding the general feature and mecha-
nisms in the above-threshold ionization processes.
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